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1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
Ž .Singular and nonsingular k, n k conjugate boundary value problems
of the form
nk Žn.1 y x  f x , 0 x 1, n 2, 0 k n ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
1.1Ž .
Ž i. Ž j.½ y 0  y 1  0, 0 i k 1, 0 j n k 1Ž . Ž .
Ž  .have been recently studied see 16 and one explicit representation of
Ž .the Green’s function for the k, n k conjugate boundary value problem
Ž . Ž  .1.1 has been obtained see 4, 5, 23 and employed.
1 The authors express their deepest thanks to Professor R. P. Agarwal for his valuable
 comments, in particular for providing his articles 46, 915 to us, which contain a large
number of discussions for higher order boundary value problems, and for drawing our
 attention to Ref. 4 .
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Ž . Ž .By the Green’s function G x, s of the k, n k conjugate boundary
Ž .value problem 1.1 we mean that it satisfies
nk Žn.1 G x , s   x s , 0 x 1, 0 s 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž i. Ž j.½ G 0, s G 1, s  0, 0 i k 1, 0 j n k 1Ž . Ž .
Žm.Ž .where G x, s denotes the mth order partial derivative with respect to
Ž .the variable x and  x is the Dirac delta function.
 Moreover, there are two papers 7, 8 in which the following two
statements have been shown:
 Ž .   Ž .  4PROPOSITION 1. Let G , s  sup G x, s ; 0 x 1 . Then for any
1Ž . Ž .  	 0, there exists an A   0 such that for all s	 0, 12
G x , s  A  G , s ,  x 1  . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . n PROPOSITION 2. Let y x 	 C 0, 1 satisfy
nk Žn.1 y x  0, 0 x 1,Ž . Ž .
1.3Ž .
Ž i. Ž j.½ y 0  y 1  0, 0 i k 1, 0 j n k 1.Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž .Then for any 	 0, there exists an A   0 such that2
 y x  A  y ,  x 1  1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .
    Ž .  4where y  sup y x ; 0 x 1 .
Ž . Ž .It is noted that inequalities of the type 1.2 or 1.4 and analogous
inequalities for related Green’s functions are very useful in the study of
 positive solutions to boundary value problems; see, e.g., 16, 921 .
Ž .In Section 2 we will deduce a new explicit integral representation of
Ž . Ž .the Green’s function G x, s for the k, n k conjugate boundary value
Ž .problem 1.1 and explore its properties. The results we establish in
Section 2 can be stated as follows.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Let G x, s be the Green’s function for k, n k conju-
Ž .gate boundary alue problem 1.1 . Then
1
 Ž .s 1x k1nk1t t x s dt ,Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
0 s x 1,G x , s Ž . 1 Ž .x 1s nk1k1t t s x dt ,Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
0 x s 1,
   G x , s   x g s on 0, 1  0, 1 , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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 x g s 1 x  1 s , 0 s x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
G x , s Ž . ½  s g s xs, 0 x s 1Ž . Ž .
     x g s on 0, 1  0, 1 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
G x , sŽ . ng s  1 s , 0 s x 1,Ž . Ž .
 1.7Ž .½ ng s s, 0 x s 1, x Ž .
where
nk nk1k k1x 1 x x 1 xŽ . Ž .
 x  ,  x  ,Ž . Ž .  4n 1 min k , n k
1.8Ž .knks 1 sŽ .
g s  .Ž .
k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Moreoer, it is clear that G 1 x, 1 s G s, x is the Green’s function
Ž .for n k, k conjugate boundary alue problems.
It is obvious that Proposition 1 is a consequence of Theorem 1. In fact,
Ž .from 1.6 we know that
   G , s   g s , s	 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .
   Ž .  Ž .where   sup  x . This together with 1.5 implies that0 x1
 G x , s   x g s   x G , s  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
   on 0, 1  0, 1 . Proposition 1 follows from the above inequality.
On the basis of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 below we will establish in
Ž .Section 3 the existence of positive solutions to the k, n k conjugate
boundary value problem
nk Žn.1 y x  p x f y , 0 x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž i. Ž j.½ y 0  y 1  0, 0 i k 1, 0 j n k 1.Ž . Ž .
1.9Ž .
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Here we make the following hypotheses:
Ž . Ž . 1 Ž . Ž . Ž .A p x 	 L 0, 1 , p x  0 for x	 0, 1 , andloc
1
0 g s p s ds,Ž . Ž .H
0
1 Ž . Ž .where L 0, 1 denotes the locally integrable function family in 0, 1 ;loc
Ž . Ž .  .B f y is continuous and nonnegative on 0, .
The following theorem is the main result of Section 3.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Assume that A and B hold. Then the boundary alue
Ž . Ž . n1Ž . k .problem 1.9 has at least one positie solution y x 	 C 0, 1  C 0, 1
nkŽ  Žn1.Ž . Ž . C 0, 1 with y x 	 AC 0, 1 proided thatloc
Ž . Ž .i f  0 and f  superlinear , or0 
Ž . Ž .ii f  and f  0 sublinear ,0 
where
f y f yŽ . Ž .
f  lim , f  lim0 y yy0 y
Ž .and AC 0, 1 denotes the locally absolutely continuous function family inloc
Ž .0, 1 .
 Theorem 2 is clearly an extension of Theorem 1 in 9 .
From Theorem 2, we can easily obtain the following statement.
Ž . n1Ž . k . nkŽ  Žn1.Ž .THEOREM 3. Let y x 	 C 0, 1  C 0, 1  C 0, 1 , y x
Ž . 1  Žn.Ž .  Ž . Ž .	 AC 0, 1 , H y x g x dx, and satisfy 1.3 . Thenloc 0
     y x   x y   , x	 0, 1Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where  x ,  x , and g x are defined by 1.8 .
Theorem 3 implies an improvement of Proposition 2.
 The following fixed point theorem due to Krasnoselskii 13 will be used
in Section 3.
THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach space, and let K E be a cone in E.
Assume 	 , 	 are open subsets of E with 0		 , 	 		 , and let1 2 1 1 2
Ž .A : K 	 	  K be a completely continuous operator such that either2 1
Ž .        i Au  u , u	 K 	 , and Au  u , u	 K 	 ; or1 2
Ž .        ii Au  u , u	 K 	 , and Au  u , u	 K 	 .1 2
Ž .Then A has a fixed point in K 	 	 .2 1
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Ž . Ž .We first construct the Green’s function G x, s for the k, n k
Ž .conjugate boundary value problem 1.1 . Let
nk n1 n1
 1 x s aŽ . Ž . m m x , 0 s x 1,Ýn 1 ! m!Ž . m0G x , s Ž .
n1 am mx , 0 x s 1,Ý m!m0
2.1Ž .
Ž . Ž .where a  a s , 0m n 1, is to be determined. Then G x, s ism m
Ž .continuously differentiable with respect to x for n 2 -times for every
Žn1.Ž . Ž .nk Žn1.Ž .fixed s, G x, s  1  a for x s, G x, s  a forn1 n1
Ž .nk Žn.Ž . Ž .x s, and hence 1 G x, s   x s for all x and s. It remains
Ž i.Ž . Ž j.Ž .to choose a , 0m n 1, so that G 0, s G 1, s  0, 0 i km
Ž i.Ž . 1, 0 j n k 1. Since G 0, s  0, 0 i k 1, we can choose
Ž j.Ž .a  0, 0m k 1. From G 1, s  0, 0 j n k 1, we ob-m
tain the system of n k equations

 n 1 ! n 1 !Ž . Ž .
a  a  k k1k! k 1 !Ž .
n 1 !Ž . nk1 n1a  a  1 1 sŽ . Ž .n2 n1n 2 !Ž .
n 2 ! n 2 !Ž . Ž .
a  a  k k1k 1 ! k!Ž . 2.2Ž .n 2 !Ž . nk1 n2a  a  1 1 sŽ . Ž .n2 n1n 3 !Ž .

k! k!
a  a  k k12k n 1 ! 2k n 2 !Ž . Ž .
k! nk1 ka  a  1 1 s .Ž . Ž .n2 n1 k 1 !Ž .
Here it is natural and convenient that the factorial of a negative integer is
stipulated to be  and the reciprocal of  is stipulated to be zero. Using
Cramer’s rule, we obtain
a D D , j 0, 1, . . . , n k 1,k j j1
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Ž .where D is the determinant of coefficients for the system 2.2 and D ,m
1m n k, is the determinant that resembles D in every respect
Ž .except that the mth column of D consists of the right-hand side of 2.2 .m
We are now going to evaluate D and D . To indicate the ith row minusm
Ž .the i 1 st row, we write R  R . Thus, we havei i1
n 1 ! n 1 ! n 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1
k! k 1 ! n 2 !Ž . Ž .
n 2 ! n 2 ! n 2 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1D  k 1 ! k! n 3 !Ž . Ž .i
    
k! k! k!
 1
2k n 1 ! 2k n 2 ! k 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .let R  R , 1 i n k 1 in the above determinanti i1
n k 1 n 2 ! n k 2 n 2 !Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1 0
k! k 1 !Ž .
n k 1 n 3 ! n k 1 n 3 !Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
 1 0 k 1 ! k!Ž .
    
k! k! k!
 1
2k n 1 ! 2k n 2 ! k 1 !Ž . Ž . Ž .
k 1 !Ž .
1 nk1k!
 n k 1 ! n k 2 !  2!  m!.Ž . Ž . Łk! m11
k 1 !Ž .
In very much the same way we can obtain
k ijk j ! 1 sŽ . Ž .j j ink1jD  s 1Ž .Ýj1 ž /ik 1 ! j! k iŽ . i0
nk1
 m!, 0 j n k 1,Ł
mnk1j
j!jŽ .where  is the binominal coefficient.i! j i !Ž .i
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Consequently, we have
k ink1j jk j !s 1 sŽ . Ž .j j ia  1 ,Ž .Ýk j ž /ik 1 ! j! n k 1 j ! k iŽ . Ž . i0
0 j n k 1. 2.3Ž .
Ž . Ž .Inserting 2.3 into 2.1 yields
nk1 k j nk1j
 x s
Ý k 1 ! j! n k 1 j !Ž . Ž .j0
k ij 1 sŽ .j j i
 1Ž .Ý ž /i k ii0
nk n11 x sŽ . Ž .
 , n 1 !Ž .G x , s  2.4Ž . Ž .
0 s x 1,
k j nk1jnk1 x s
Ý k 1 ! j! n k 1 j !Ž . Ž .j0
k ij 1 sŽ .j j i
 1 ,Ž .Ý ž /i k ii0
0 x s 1,
Ž .which is an explicit representation of G x, s .
Ž .Next we are going to deduce a neat integral representation of G x, s .
Since
k ij 1 sŽ . 1j j i j k11  t 1 t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hž /i k i si0
 then for all x, s	 0, 1 we have
k ikj nk1j jnk1 x s 1 sŽ .j j i1Ž .Ý Ý ž /ik 1 ! j! n k 1 j ! k iŽ . Ž .j0 i0
nk1 k j nk1jx s 1 j k1 t 1 t dtŽ . Ž .Ý Hk 1 ! j! n k 1 j !Ž . Ž . sj0
x k 1 k1 nk1 1 t s xt dtŽ . Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . s
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Ž Ž . .letting u x 1 t in the above expression
1 Ž .x 1s nk1k1 u u s x du. 2.5Ž . Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
Ž .Also, letting t u s x in the right-hand side of 2.5 , we obtain
1 Ž .x 1s nk1k1u u s x duŽ .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
1 Ž .s 1x k1nk1 t t x s dtŽ .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . sx
1 Ž .s 1x k1nk1 t t x s dtŽ .H½k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
sx k1nk1 t t x s dtŽ .H 5
0
Ž Ž . .letting t s x  in the second integral of the above expression
1 Ž .s 1x k1nk1 t t x s dtŽ .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
nk n11 x sŽ . Ž . 1 k1nk1  1 dŽ .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
1 Ž .s 1x k1nk1 t t x s dtŽ .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
nk n11 x sŽ . Ž .
 , 2.6Ž .
n 1 !Ž .
where we have used the identity
k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .1 k1nk1 1 d  .Ž .H n 1 !Ž .0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.5 and 2.6 into 2.4 , we get
1
 Ž .s 1x k1nk1t t x s dt ,Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
0 s x 1,G x , s Ž . 1 Ž .x 1s nk1k1t t s x dt ,Ž .Hk 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . 0
0 x s 1.
2.7Ž .
Ž .This is an integral representation of G x, s .
Ž . Ž . Ž .It is easy to see from 2.7 that G 1 x, 1 s G s, x is the Green’s
Ž .function for n k, k conjugate boundary value problems.
Ž .We are now in the position to explore properties of G x, s . Applying
Ž .the binomial theorem to the integrands in 2.7 and then integrating it
term by term, we obtain
1

k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
n1jk1 s 1 xŽ .k 1 j
 x sŽ .Ý ž /j n 1 jj0
0 s x 1,G x , s  2.8Ž . Ž .1
k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
n1jnk1 x 1 sŽ .n k 1 j
 s xŽ .Ý ž /j n 1 jj0
0 x s 1,
Ž .which is another explicit representation of G x, s .
Ž .Replacing n 1 j by n 1 in 2.8 and then applying the binomial
theorem, we obtain
nk k1
 s 1 x x 1 sŽ . Ž .
, 0 s x 1,
k 1 ! n k 1 ! n 1Ž . Ž . Ž .G x , s Ž . k nk1x 1 s s 1 xŽ . Ž .
, 0 x s 1 k 1 ! n k 1 ! n 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
     x g s on 0, 1  0, 1 .Ž . Ž .
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 4 Ž .On the other hand, replacing n 1 j by min k, n k in 2.8 and
then applying the binomial theorem again, we get
nk k1
 s 1 x x 1 sŽ . Ž .
, 0 s x 1, 4k 1 ! n k 1 !min k , n kŽ . Ž .G x , s Ž . k nk1x 1 s s 1 xŽ . Ž .
, 0 x s 1  4k 1 ! n k 1 !min k , n kŽ . Ž .

 1 x  x g sŽ . Ž . Ž .
, 0 s x 1,
1 s
x x g sŽ . Ž .
, 0 x s 1 s
     x g s on 0, 1  0, 1 ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where  x ,  x , and g s are defined by 1.8 .
In very much the same way, we can obtain

ng sŽ .
, 0 s x 1,G x , sŽ . 1 s
ng s x Ž .
, 0 x s 1. s
Theorem 1 is thus proved.
  Ž .In 4 , the Green’s function G x, s of the boundary value problem1
y Žn. x  0,Ž .
y Ž i. 0  0, 0 i k 1,Ž .
y Ž j. 1  0, 0 j n k 1Ž .
has been explicitly expressed as
n j1 nkjk1j
k1 x s 1 xŽ . Ž .n k 1 i ix ,Ý Ý ž /i j! n j 1 !Ž .j0 i0
0 s x 1,
nk1jnk1
ik 1 iG x , s Ž .  1 xŽ .Ý Ý1 ž /i
j0 i0
j nj1 kx 1 1 s xŽ . Ž .
 ,
j! n j 1 !Ž .
0 x s 1.
2.9Ž .
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Ž . Ž .Comparing 2.8 with 2.9 , we can obtain the following result.
Ž .nk Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. 1 G x, s G x, s .1
Proof. For each positive integer n  n  1, we have2 1
n1 n  n  1n  l 2 12  2.10Ž .Ý nž / ž /n  12 2l0
n n n  12 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .by using the identity   . Thus, employing 2.10 we getn n  1 n  11 1 1
k1j 1 m n k 1mÝ ž /ž / mij! n j 1 !Ž .mi
k1ij 1 i l n k 1 i l Ý ž / ž /i i lj! n j 1 !Ž .l0
k1ijn k 1 i !Ž . n k 1 i l Ý ž /n k 1 ii! j! n j 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . l0
n k 1 i !Ž . n j 1 ž /n k ii! j! n j 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
1 k 1 ik 1 . 2.11Ž .ž / ž /jik 1 ! n k 1 ! n k iŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Further, it follows from 2.11 that we obtain
i ik1j 1 1 xŽ . Ž .k 1 ik 1Ý ž / ž /ji k 1 ! n k 1 ! n k iŽ . Ž . Ž .i0
i ik1j k1j 1 1 xŽ . Ž .m n k 1m Ý Ý ž /ž / mi j! n j 1 !Ž .i0 mi
m mk1j i 1 1 xŽ . Ž .n k 1 ii Ý Ý ž / ž /m i j! n j 1 !Ž .i0 m0
k1j ixn k 1 i . 2.12Ž .Ý ž /i j! n j 1 !Ž .i0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .If 0 s x 1, let j  k 1 j. Then use 2.8 , 2.9 , and 2.12 to1
obtain
nk1 G x , sŽ . Ž .
n j1L kk11 n k x s s 1 xŽ . Ž . Ž .k 1 Ý ž /jk 1 ! n k 1 ! n j 1Ž . Ž . j0
nk1Ž .

k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
nkjk1j 11k1 x s s 1 xŽ . Ž .k 1
 Ý jž /1 n k j1j 01
nk1Ž .

k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
nkjk1jk1 x s s 1 xŽ . Ž .k 1
 Ý ž /j n k jj0
nk1Ž .

k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
nkjk1ijik1jk1 x s s 1 xŽ . Ž .k 1 k 1 j
 Ý Ý ž / ž /j i n k jj0 i0
k1jk11 k 1 ik 1 Ý Ý ž / ž /jik 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž . j0 i0
i nj1 nkij1 x s 1 xŽ . Ž . Ž .

n k i
n j1 nkjk1jk1 x s 1 xŽ . Ž .n k 1 i j xÝ Ý ž /i j! n j 1 !Ž .j0 i0
G x , s . 2.13Ž . Ž .1
If 0 x s 1, let k  n k, x  1 x, s  1 s. Then 0 s 1 1 1 1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .x  1. Hence, from 2.8 , 2.9 , and 2.13 we have1
nk1 G x , sŽ . Ž .
nk1Ž .

k 1 ! n k 1 !Ž . Ž .
n j1jnk1 s x x 1 sŽ . Ž .n k 1
 Ý ž /j n j 1j0
n nk11 1Ž . Ž .

k  1 ! n k  1 !Ž . Ž .1 1
n j1jk 11 x  s s 1 xŽ . Ž .k  1 1 1 1 11
 Ý ž /j n j 1j0
k 1 k 1j1 1 n k  1 i1 xjÝ Ý 1ž /ij0 j0
n nj1 nkj 11 x s 1 xŽ . Ž . Ž .1 1 1

j! n j 1 !Ž .
j nkk 1 k 1j n j1 11 1 s x 1 xŽ . Ž .n k  1 i 1 1 11 i xÝ Ý 1ž / j! n j 1 !Ž .ij0 i0
j nj1 knk1jnk1 x 1 1 s xŽ . Ž .ik 1 i 1 xŽ .Ý Ý ž /i j! n j 1 !Ž .j0 i0
G x , s .Ž .1
The proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete.
Ž .3. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 1.9
In this section we establish the existence of positive solutions to the
Ž .boundary value problem 1.9 .
Ž .To obtain a positive solution to 1.9 , we consider the integral equation
1
y x  
 y x  G x , s p s f y s ds, 0 x 1, 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where p s and f y satisfy A and B , respectively.
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Ž .   Ž .A function y x 	 C 0, 1 is said to be a positive solution to 3.1 if
Ž . Ž . Ž .y x  0 for all x	 0, 1 and 3.1 is satisfied.
Ž .Now we prove that the integral equation 3.1 has at least one positive
   Ž .  solution. Let K be the cone in C 0, 1 given by K y x 	 C 0, 1 ;
Ž . Ž .     4y x   x y   for all x	 0, 1 and let 
 be a mapping defined by
Ž .the right-hand side of 3.1 . We claim that 
 is a compactly continuous
mapping from K into itself. In fact, from Theorem 1, we know that for any
y	 K
1




 y x   x g s p s f y s ds, 0 x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ž .which implies 
 K  K.
   4 Ž .Let K  y	 K ; y N and Mmax f y . For y	 K ,N 0 y N N
by Theorem 1 we have
1
   
 y M  g s p s ds ;Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .this shows the boundedness of 
 K .N
Ž .By using 1.7 we get
G x , sŽ .1	

 y x  p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
 x0
x g s g sŽ . Ž .1
 nM p s ds p s ds 
Q xŽ . Ž . Ž .H H½ 51 s s0 x
and hence
1 1
Q x dx 2nM g s p s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 0
Ž .which implies that 
 K is a compact set in K. In addition, theN
Ž .continuity of f y implies the continuity of 
. The AscoliArzela theorem
claims that 
 is a compact continuous mapping.
Ž . Ž .We first deal with the case when f y is superlinear. It follows from A
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž .that there exists a 	 0, such that H g s p s ds 0. Since f  0, 02
Ž .we can choose a  0 such that f y   y for 0 y  where 
satisfies
1
 0   g s p s ds 1. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .H
0
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  Ž . Ž .For y	 K with y  , form 1.6 and 3.2 we have
1
     
 y    g s p s ds  y ,Ž . Ž .H
0
         4i.e., 
 y  y for y	 K B , where B  y	 C 0, 1 ; y   . 
It follows from f  that there exists an N  0 such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . 4  f y My for yNA  where A  min  x ;  x 1   
and M 0 satisfies
1
 M  A  g s p s ds 1. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H

  Ž . Ž .For y	 K with y N, we have min y x NA  and x1
Ž . Ž .hence by 1.5 and 3.3 we get
1

 y x   x g s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H

1
MNA   x g s p s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H

        i.e., 
 y N y when y	 K B , where B  y	 C 0, 1 ; yN N
4N .
Therefore, by the first part of Theorem 4, it follows that 
 has a fixed
Ž .point y	 K B B .N 
Ž .Next we deal with the case when f y is sublinear. Since f  , we can0
Ž .choose a  0 such that f y My for 0 y  where M satisfies
Ž .3.3 .
 For y	 K with y  , we have
1

 y x MA   x g s p s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H

   i.e., 
 y  y for y	 K B .
Ž .It follows from f  0 there exists an N   0 such that f y   y 0
Ž .for all yN where  satisfies 3.2 . Let0
1
  max f y g s p s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0yN 00N N .01
 1   g s p s dsŽ . Ž .H
0
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 Then for y	 K with Y N, we have
1
   
 y   g s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
   g s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H½ Ž .0y s N0
 g s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 5Ž .N y s N0
1
   max f y  N g s p s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Hž /
0yN 00
 N y ,
   i.e., 
 y  y for y	 K B .N
In view of the second part of Theorem 4, we know that 
 has a fixed
Ž . Ž . Ž .point y x in K B B . That is to say, the integral equation 3.1 hasN 
Ž .at least one positive solution y x .
Ž . Ž .It remains to show that every positive solution y x to 3.1 is also a
Ž . Ž .   Ž .positive solution to 1.9 . Let y x 	 C 0, 1 be a positive solution to 3.1 .
Then
1
y x  G x , s p s f y s ds, 0 x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
and hence we have
 n1G x , sŽ .1Žn1.y x  p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n1 x0
x nk 1  a s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n1
0
1
 a s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n1
x
Žn1.Ž . Ž .which implies y x 	 AC 0, 1 , whereloc
n1 kink1n 1 ! 1 1 sŽ . Ž . Ž .n k 1a s  ,Ž . Ýn1 ž /ik 1 ! n k 1 ! k iŽ . Ž . i0
nkik1n 1 ! sŽ . Ž .nk k 11  a s  .Ž . Ž . Ýn1 ž /ik 1 ! n k 1 ! n k iŽ . Ž . i0
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Moreover, by Theorem 1, we get
 nG x , sŽ .1nk nkŽn.1 y x  1 p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n x0
1
  x s p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
 p x f y x , 0 x 1Ž . Ž .Ž .
and
1




x g sŽ .
R x  1 x p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 s0
g sŽ .1
x p s f y s ds, 0 x 1. 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H sx
Ž .   1Ž . 	Ž . Ž . 1 We claim that R x 	 C 0, 1  C 0, 1 , R x 	 AC 0, 1  L 0, 1 ,loc
Ž . Ž . Ž .and R 0  R 1  0. In fact, from 3.5 we know that
1
0 R x  g s p s f y s ds, 0 x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
x g sŽ .
	R x  p s f y s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 1 s0
g sŽ .1
 p s f y s ds, 0 x 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .H sx
1 1	R x dx 2 g s p s f y s ds,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
0 0
and hence
x 1	 	R x  R t dt R t dt , 0 x 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
0 x
Ž . Ž .which shows that R 0  R 1  0. The claim is thus proved.
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Ž .It is easy to see from 3.4 that x 0 and x 1 are the k th order zero
Ž . Ž .point and n k th order zero point of y x , respectively. So we get
y Ž i. 0  y Ž j. 1  0, 0 i k 1, 0 j n k 1.Ž . Ž .
Ž .This shows that y x is exactly a positive solution to the boundary value
Ž .problem 1.9 . Theorem 2 is thus proved.
Ž .Remark. Since p x may possess very strong singularity at x 0 and
x 1, the proof of Theorem 2 is necessary.
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